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Abstract
Free electrons are essential in such diverse applications as electron microscopes, accelerators, and
photo-emission spectroscopy. Often, space charge effects of many electrons are a nuisance. Confined to extremely small space-time dimensions, even two electrons can interact strongly. In this
case, the Coulomb repulsion can now be highly advantageous, because it leads to surprisingly
powerful electron-electron correlations, as we demonstrate here. We show that femtosecond laseremitted electrons from nanometric needle tips are highly anti-correlated in energy because of
dynamic Coulomb repulsion, with a visibility of 56 %. We extract a mean energy splitting of
3.3 eV and a correlation decay time of 82 fs. Importantly, the energy-filtered electrons display a subPoissonian number distribution with a second order correlation function as small as g (2) = 0.34,
implying that shot noise-reduced pulsed electron beams can be realized based on simple energy
filtering. Even heralded electrons could become available for quantum-enhanced electron imaging protocols. Furthermore, we also reach the strong-field regime of laser-driven electron emission.
We gain deep insights into how the electron correlations of the different electron classes (direct
vs. rescattered) are influenced by the strong laser fields. Our work levels the field of quantum
electron optics, with direct ramifications for shot noise-reduced and quantum electron imaging
as well as direct measurements of correlated electrons from inside of strongly correlated matter.
Keywords: Electron correlations, Ultrafast electron emission, Coulomb interaction, Pulsed electron beams,
Femtosecond electron pulses, Coincidence detection

Electron correlations are central to intensely investigated cooperative effects inside of matter. The
very nature and the relevant time scales of these
effects bring together the fields of ultrafast physics
and quantum (electron) optics [1]. The direct
detection of two or more correlated electrons is
highly sought after [2, 3]. Ideally, energy and
momenta of the participating electrons could be
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measured directly. For this, photoemission spectroscopy with femtosecond time resolution lends
itself ideal. Whereas the required photoemission
setups with the proper detectors in principle
exist [4–6], it is yet imperative to first understand electron correlations arising dynamically
after the electrons have left the sample (Fig. 1).
In particular for imaging ultrafast effects from
small volumes, these effects can quickly become
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dominant. We show here that even for electrons extremely confined in space-time to the
nanometer-femtosecond range, two-particle effects
are strong. Yet, the timescales are so fast that
still a surprisingly large average current can be
extracted before correlations due to Coulomb
repulsion set in. Equally important, we show that
these correlations in energy, in conjunction with
an energy filter, can be used to attain electron
beams with a sub-Poissonian counting statistics, highly relevant for imaging electron beamsensitive specimen such as biological samples [7].
Even experiments with heralded electrons are now
conceivable, where the detection of one (energyshifted) electron allows inferring that another electron must have interacted with the sample (Fig. 1
in Methods). Sub-Poissonian electron sources can
enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of any electron
imaging device, and heralded electron sources may
allow novel quantum imaging modes [8]. To the
best of our knowledge, our work shows for the
first time strong energy correlations of electrons
emitted from nanoscale solids - highly relevant
for ultrafast electron beam applications including ultrafast electron microscopes [9, 10], various
kinds of time-resolved photoemission experiments
[4, 5, 11] and even nanophotonic particle accelerators [12]. In close analogy to quantum optics,
which deals with the particle properties of light
and the quantum statistics of the photons, one
may further argue that our work opens the field
of quantum electron optics.
When the material under study is in the
form of a nanometric needle tip, the electron
source volume can be confined to extremely small
length scales below ∼ 10 nm. When the electrons are emitted with femtosecond laser pulses,
an extremely high time resolution in the singledigit femtosecond scale can be achieved [13, 14].
To elucidate the effects of this extreme spacetime confinement, we combine ultrafast electron
spectroscopy with a multi-electron coincidence
analysis on an event-by-event basis. We measure,
for the first time, how Coulomb-induced correlations of two electrons after emission from the
needle lead to a strong anticorrelation of the electrons’ energy, together with the associated time
scale. Furthermore, by increasing the laser intensity and so entering the strong-field regime of
photoemission, we observe how the electron anticorrelation diminishes. We can directly relate this

to the interaction of different classes of electrons,
namely electrons emitted without re-encounter
with the parent tip (direct electrons) and electrons
undergoing a laser field-induced scattering event
with the tip after emission (re-colliding electrons).
These insights represent the first step to investigate such intriguing effects as non-sequential
double ionization from solids for the first time, so
far only investigated from atoms and molecules
[15–17].
In the experiment, we trigger electron emission
from tungsten needle tips with radii of 10 − 15 nm
by 12 fs laser pulses at 800 nm central wavelength,
derived from an optical parametric amplifier with
a repetition rate of 200 kHz. We focus the laser
pulses onto the tip by an off-axis parabolic mirror with a focal length of 15 mm to a spot size
of ∼ 2 µm (1/e2 intensity radius) (Fig. 1). The
electrons are liberated from the metal tip by a
nonlinear photoemission process in the transition
region between multiphoton-photoemission and
light-induced tunneling [18–21]. They are further
accelerated by a bias voltage of a few tens of Volts
towards a delay line detector (DLD) with multihit capability. This detector allows us to measure
the position and the time-of-flight (TOF) of one, two- and three-electron events, for each electron
individually. From the TOF and position, we calculate the energy of the electrons with an energy
resolution of typically 0.3 eV (for 40 eV electrons).
We magnify the central part of the electron beam
by two quadrupoles with total magnification up to
a factor of ten (see Methods).
We choose a mean electron count rate of
13.9 kHz by setting the laser intensity to 7.4 ·
1012 W/cm2 . This way, we obtain a two-electron
count rate of ∼ 480 Hz, translating to 2.4 · 10−3
double events per laser pulse, compared to only
1.4·10−4 triple events. In total 3.5 % of all recorded
events are two-electron events with both electrons
recorded. We note that the given intensity already
includes a field-enhancement factor of 3.7 obtained
experimentally by an intensity sweep (see e.g.
[22]).
Measuring the energy for each of the two electrons yields the 2D energy correlation map shown
in Fig. 2(a): The horizontal axis shows the energy
E1 of one electron, the vertical the energy E2 of
the other, with arbitrarily chosen order. Clearly,
two islands of high probability can be distinguished, one with a maximum at E1 = 41 eV
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Fig. 1: Schematic of experiment. Electrons (blue)
triggered by femtosecond laser pulses from a
nanometric needle tip propagate towards a delayline detector (not shown), which measures position and arrival time of each individual electron.
Coulomb interactions (orange arrows) lead to a
mutual repulsion of the electrons, altering trajectories (blue lines) and re-distributing kinetic
energies of the two electrons.

and simultaneously E2 = 39 eV (and vice versa).
At the respective axis, the energy spectra of only
the one and only the other electron are shown
(blue curves). On the horizontal axis, we further
show a single-electron spectrum in green for comparison. So while the 1D-spectra give no hint of
correlations, the 2D map shows clear evidence of
an anticorrelation: two-electron events with the
same energy, i.e. at the diagonal, are strongly suppressed and it is much more likely that electrons
arrive with notably different energies. This anticorrelation is a signature of Coulomb repulsion
between two emitted electrons within one laser
pulse (in-depth discussion below). We note that
we also see spatial electron correlations, which are
harder to analyse due to specifics of our detector,
and will need to remain for forthcoming work.
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A one-dimensional representation of the
energy anticorrelation signal is given by the histogram of the energy difference ∆E = E2 − E1
[Fig. 2(b)]. We observe a repulsion visibility of
−Imin
V = 56 % of the dip, defined by V = IImax
,
max +Imin
where Imax is the maximum number of counts and
Imin is the minimum number of counts around
∆E = 0 eV. We extract the mean energy splitting
as the gap size Eg , given by the difference from
peak to peak, equals Eg = 3.3 eV, notably much
larger than the energy width of many electron
beam devices like TEMs [23–26].
To gain quantitative insights and understand
the origin of the anticorrelation in detail, we model
our system with a semi-classical simulation: The
emission process is treated quantum-mechanically,
based on the emission of an electron in a laser field
[27]. This provides the starting parameters for a
Monte-Carlo simulation of the subsequent pointparticle propagation (see Methods for details).
With parameters matching the experiment, in particular a laser pulse duration of 12 fs, a tip radius
of rtip = 15 nm, an applied static field of 0.3 V/nm
and a laser intensity of 7.4·1012 W/cm2 , we obtain
the black curve in Fig. 2(b), almost perfectly
matching the experimental data (see Methods). In
the simulation, we assume a true random character of the emission. Hence, the excellent agreement
between experiment and simulation shows that
the Coulomb interaction between the two strongly
space-time-confined electrons after the emission
governs the spectra, as opposed to correlation
effects in the emission process. This is corroborated by the scaling of the emission probabilities
for 1-, 2- and 3-electron events (Methods Fig. 3).
The statistics of the detected electrons can be
further quantified with the second order correlation function g (2) = hn(n−1)i
, where n is the numhni2
ber of detected electrons within ∼ 200 ns, i.e., from
within one laser pulse, and hni is the mean value
of n. It is clear from Fig. 2(a) that proper energy
filtering can lead to sub- and super-Poissonian
statistics: at the diagonal, the 2-electron coincidences show a dip, which is not the case for
two uncorrelated single electrons, see inset. Thus,
the resulting ratio around the diagonal between
double- and single-events will become strongly
reduced, leading to a reduced second order correlation function g (2) (see Method Fig. 4). A similar
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Fig. 2: Energy correlation in two-electron events. (a) Energy spectrum of the two-electron events: the
energy of one electron is plotted over the energy of the other. A strong anticorrelation gap is observed
along the diagonal, meaning that events with the same kinetic energy are strongly suppressed. The white
line represents a 50% contour line as a guide to the eye. The blue lines at the axes represent the energy
spectra of only one and the other electron. In addition, the green line shows the single-electron spectrum
for comparison. Clearly, the individual spectra of single and double electron events are very similar,
and correlations only show up in the 2D representation between the double events. The inset shows the
corresponding map for two single electron events from two different laser pulses, with a clear maximum
on the diagonal, as expected for uncorrelated events. (b) Same data plotted differently: histogram of
the energy difference between the two electrons with a strong dip at zero energy difference, caused by
Coulomb interactions between the two electrons after emission. For comparison, from arbitrary single
events, we can generate uncorrelated double events [see the inset in (a)]. The green curve shows the
energy difference of these events and shows no Coulomb-induced dip. A semi-classical simulation (black)
quantitatively matches the experimental data. The inset shows the difference of the real double events
and the mixed single events, both normalized to their respective number of events. Areas where there are
more doubles than mixed singles are marked blue, vice versa red.

effect has been observed with a two-pixel detector
recently [28].
Fig. 3(a) shows g (2) as function of different
energy filter settings (see caption and Methods
for details). We clearly find sub-Poisson (red) and
super-Poisson regions (blue). For comparison we

show the same map generated from simulated data
[Fig. 3(b)]. Both maps show even quantitatively an
almost identical behaviour. We find the minimum
g (2) = 0.34 at the central energy of the electron
distribution using a filter width of 0.5 eV.
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Fig. 3: Second order correlation maps and electron number distributions. (a) Measurement of the
second-order correlation function of a complete
data set (measurement as in Fig. 2, only here with
all events, not only the double-hits). g (2) was calculated for different subsequently applied energy
filters. Filtering was done around a central energy
Ecentral with a defined energy width Ewindow . The
mean energy E0 of the single electron distribution was subtracted in the vertical axis. Depending
on the filter settings, areas of lower variance
(red, sub-Poissonian distribution) and higher variance (blue, super-Poissonian distribution) can be
found. (b) Map of g (2) for a simulated data set,
showing good agreement with (a). (c-e) show
simulated electron number distributions. (c) Hit
distribution for a Poisson distributed source with
a mean value of 0.5 electrons per pulse. (d) Distribution for the same mean value after Coulomb
interaction using a narrow-band energy filter. The
variance of the hit distribution is smaller than
its mean value, indicating a sub-Poissonian distribution. (e) Distribution using a broadband filter
and higher central energy. Now a super-Poissonian
distribution with a large variance is found.

For imaging applications, the Fano factor F =
is of central importance, namely the ratio
of variance and mean number of electrons per
laser shot [29]. Immediately after emission our
electron beam follows Poisson statistics where
F = 1. Dynamically, this evolves, after proper
filtering, into a sub-Poissonian distribution, leading to a Fano factor of F = 0.97 ± 0.004 in
the experiment, close to the simulations results
∆n2
hni
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(F = 0.88) with a mean of 0.5 electrons per pulse
(see Methods). Here, F is only limited by the
small average count rate necessary not to saturate our detector. Already with a mean number of
2 electrons per pulse, our simulations show that
we can achieve Fano factors down to 0.68 and
up to 1.48, shown in the clear redistribution from
Poisson to sub-Poisson and super-Poisson distributions [Fig. 3(c-e)](see Methods). Sub-Poissonian
electron beams are crucial for shot-noise reduced
quantum imaging [29], an extremely attractive
feature for today’s electron imaging application
because of new single electron-counting detectors
[23].
To obtain insights into the temporal behavior of the correlations, we focus a beam consisting of two copies of the same laser pulse
with an adjustable time delay onto the tip to
trigger the emission (intensity for each pulse:
5.0 · 1012 W/cm2 ). In Fig. 4(a-c), three electron
energy correlation maps and their corresponding
energy difference spectra are shown for three different time delays. For a time delay of τ = 200 fs
[Fig. 4(a)], no anticorrelation gap is visible
because the mean temporal separation is sufficiently large to prevent a significant Coulomb
interaction. As the time difference of the laser
pulses is decreased [τ = 90 fs, Fig. 4(b)], the anticorrelation gap emerges along the diagonal. For
zero delay [Fig. 4(c)], we again observe the clear
gap, this time in conjunction with a broadened
energy difference spectrum, which is due to the
increased instantaneous intensity and resulting
strong-field effects, see discussion below.
In Figure 4(d) we show electron energy difference plots in the range of τ = −300 fs . . . + 300 fs
in the form of a 2D map. The 2D map shows
the anticorrelation gap as function of the delay
between the two laser pulses: the gap smoothly
opens up for time delays smaller than ∼ 170 fs
and vanishes for larger time delays. From this plot
we can extract three characteristic features shown
in Fig. 4(e,f): (1) The width of the energy gap,
extracted by fitting a double-Gaussian function to
the energy differences [shown exemplary for three
spectra in Fig. 4(d)] as well as (2) the repulsion
visibility and (3) g (2) , all as function of pulse delay.
Due to the Poissonian distribution of the emission statistics, half of the two-electron events are
composed of one electron triggered by the first and
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Fig. 4: Ultrafast temporal behavior of the anticorrelations from a two-pulse measurement with adjustable
time delay. (a-c) Energy correlation spectra for a pulse delay of 200 fs, 90 fs and 0 fs. From (a) to (c) one
can clearly see an anticorrelation gap arising. Furthermore, the spectrum develops wings because of the
increased instantaneous laser power for smaller delays and resulting strongfield effects. The white lines
represent 50 % contour-lines as a guide to the eye. The 1D-plots in (a-c) show respective energy difference
spectra obtained by summation as indicated by the red arrows. (d) Energy difference spectra plotted for
delays from −300 fs to +300 fs. A smooth transition from no gap around ±200 fs to a pronounced gap
around zero time delay can be clearly seen. The three energy difference spectra shown at (a-c) are plotted
as insets at their respective time delay. A fit-function, given by the sum of two identical Gaussians (black
lines) is shown for these three spectra as an example, see Methods for more details. (e) Energy gap size,
(f) second order correlation function g (2) (red) and repulsion visibility (blue) at ∆E = 0 eV as function
of pulse delay. A Gaussian function is fitted to the energy gap size, yielding a standard deviation of
στ = 81.7 fs. This correlation decay time corresponds to the average temporal separation of two electrons
above which Coulomb interaction is suppressed. The black line above the data points of the g (2) function
is a moving-average function as guide to the eye. The filter for g (2) is centered at E0 = 43 eV with 2 eV
width, at the minimum in the sub-Poissonian region (cf. Fig. 3(a)). Note that for large delays g (2) is still
below one because of two electrons originating from one pulse only. The width of the repulsion visibility
equals 69.1 fs. The vertical gray bar indicates the region where strong-field effects affect both curves, see
text for discussion.

one by the second laser pulse (case 1), and the
other half is triggered by one laser pulse only (case
2), independent of the total count rate. Therefore, only case-1 electrons show a delay-dependent
energy gap, whereas case-2 electrons lead to a constant offset [Fig. 4(e)]. This offset equals roughly

half of the maximum energy gap at τ = 0 fs,
resulting from the fact that case-2 electrons are as
many as case-1 electrons (see Methods).
By fitting a Gaussian function to the energy
gap width, we infer the correlation decay time, i.e.
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the temporal range of the electron-electron interaction as στ = 81.7 fs [Fig. 4(e)]. g (2) as function
of the delay shows a similar temporal behavior
with στ,g(2) = 68.1 fs [Fig. 4(f)], coinciding with
the value for the repulsion visibility στ,visibility =
69.1 fs. This timescale represents the emission time
delay below which the electrons show a clear
anticorrelation gap. Vice versa and intriguingly,
this timescale also yields a fundamental limit to
the maximum emission rate of pulsed electrons
of frep,max = 1/στ = 12.2 THz, the highest possible rate under which electrons with equidistant
temporal spacing can be emitted from a nanometric tip without strong mutual interactions.
The maximum current corresponding to frep,max
equals Imax = e · frep,max = 1.96 µA, which is surprisingly large for most electron beam applications. It represents a current limit for this type
of nanometric electron emitter below which an
undistorted electron beam can be achieved. Such
a beam corresponds to a deterministic single electron source where in each emission event just one
electron is emitted, with a constant temporal spacing. For a Poissonian-distributed emission process,
such as standard laser-triggered electron emission
or DC-field emission, this limit cannot be reached.
However, pulsed laser-triggered deterministic single electron emitters are conceivable [30–32], hence
a deterministic high current single electron source
seems within reach.
To investigate how strong-field effects [21, 33,
34] affect the anticorrelation gap, we varied the
incident intensity of (again single laser pulses)
from 8.0 · 1012 W/cm2 to 2.3 · 1013 W/cm2 , resulting in the energy difference spectra shown in
Fig. 5(a). We observe that with increasing laser
intensity, the gap depth at ∆E = 0 eV becomes
reduced, leading to a reduced repulsion visibility [inset in Fig. 5(a)]. Whereas the gap width
stays almost constant, the individual width of the
two peaks increases notably and a plateau arises
(Fig. 5(a,b)). This plateau is the famous tell-tale
feature of field driven dynamics: for certain emission times within the laser cycle the electron is
driven back to the tip and scatters elastically off
it [21, 33, 34]. The maximum kinetic energy a
rescattered electron can gain is ten times the ponderomotive energy (the famous 10 UP cut-off) [35].
This leads to an expected cut-off energy of 13.5 eV
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for the highest intensity of 2.3 · 1013 W/cm2 in our
measurement, which is nicely visible in Fig. 5(b).
Corresponding correlation maps for four different laser intensities are shown in Fig. 5 (c-f).
At the lowest intensity [Fig. 5 (c)], the white 50 %
contour line divides the spectrum in two parts.
With increasing intensities both parts continuously grow together until the contour line as well
as the highest count rate regions show almost no
gap anymore [Fig. 5 (f)]. Thus, the strong driving of the electrons in the laser field starts to
mask the mutual Coulomb interaction, leading to
a reduction of the anticorrelation gap.
To understand the correlated electron dynamics in the strong laser field, we carried out a
3D simulation including both strong field effects
(three step model [36, 37]) and multi-electron
Coulomb repulsion effects (see Methods). Fig. 5(g)
shows the simulation results of the final energy
difference of two electrons as function of their
emission time difference with Coulomb interaction switched off. When we classify the strong-field
emitted electrons into direct and rescattered electrons, we end up with four combinations [Fig.
5(h)]: (1) the first electron leaves the tip directly
and the second undergoes rescattering, (2) the first
electron undergoes rescattering whereas the second is emitted directly, and (3) & (4), the two
combinations where both electrons are direct and
both undergo rescattering. These four classes are
color-coded in Fig. 5(g), where the color matches
the one in (h).
Around ∆E = 0 and without Coulomb interaction, we mainly find events with two rescattered
or two direct electrons. We repeated the simulation using the same starting conditions for each
event but now turn on Coulomb interactions [Fig.
5 (i)]. Whereas the four events classes are slightly
fuzzier, most prominently they are shifted with
respect to the case without Coulomb interactions.
We now define two regions of interest (ROI) to
analyze the main experimental features, namely
the broadened spectrum and the reduced gap
depth. From Fig. 5(i) we see that if the first
electron is a rescattered one (high final energy)
followed by a direct one (smaller energy), these
events result in high energy differences (ROI 1):
The trailing slow direct electron pushes the fast
rescattered electron to even higher energies, also
above the 10 UP line, the (classical) maximum
energy for a single electron. In contrast, if a slow
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Fig. 5: Laser intensity dependence of the observed anticorrelation gap and strong field effects.
(a) Energy difference spectra as a function of incident laser intensity. The intensity steps are
IL = (0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 1.6, 1.9, 2.3) · 1013 W/cm2 (blue to brown lines). As the intensity increases, the
gap becomes less pronounced. The repulsion visibility of the anticorrelation gap drops with increasing intensity, shown in the left inset. Further, a shoulder emerges, representing the famous rescattering
plateau, visible well in the semi-logarithmic plot (b). The 10 UP cut-off for the highest intensity is at
13.3 eV, in good agreement to the expected value of 13.5 eV. (c-f) Electron correlation spectra showing
the energy of one electron versus that of the other for four different laser intensities. The white 50 %
contour lines show that the energy separation becomes suppressed for higher intensities. (g) Simulation
results of the energy spectra as a function of start time difference ∆t = t2 − t1 without Coulomb interaction for the four event classes shown in (h); the color code in (g) and (h) is matched. (h) Four event
classes: 1: the electron emitted first is a direct electron, leading to typically rather small final velocities,
while the second is a rescattered electron with typically larger final velocities (resulting from strong-field
dynamics in the large laser field [21]); 2: same as in 1 but roles swapped; 3: both electrons are direct
and 4: both underwent rescattering. (i) like (h) but now with Coulomb repulsion between the electrons
switched on. Clearly, all classes shift to larger ∆E. Class 2 now reaches final energies above 10 UP , a
region that cannot be reached for classical point-particles without interaction (see ROI 1). Both (g) and
(i) were calculated for an intensity of 1.8 · 1013 W/cm2 .
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direct electron is followed by a fast rescattered
one, the first electron slows down the second,
faster one, hence both electrons end up with similar energies and thus around ∆E = 0 eV, see ROI
2. This qualitatively explains our experimental
findings in the inset of Fig. 5(a): We observe a
decrease of the contrast when increasing the intensity since the influence of the laser field on the final
energy of the electrons increases with increasing
intensity.
With this microscopic explanation we can
quantitatively understand how the spectra evolve
as a combination of (single electron) strongfield emission physics and (two or multi-electron)
Coulomb interactions. Besides the decrease in
repulsion visibility (ROI2), we see that electrons
show up at higher energies than expected from
single-particle models, evidenced by ROI1. We
infer that to observe the interaction between two
electrons in the clearest way, it is beneficial to
work with the lowest laser intensity possible. For
our experiments, the intensity required for a highcontrast gap is typically below ∼ 1 · 1013 W/cm2 .
This marks an important difference between
our tip-based experiments and electron-electron
interaction in nonsequential double-ionization at
atoms, where the typical intensity to observe two
electron events is > 1 · 1014 W/cm2 [16, 38]. We
suggest that the higher intensity required for
atom-based correlation experiments is one of the
main reasons why the observed anticorrelation gap
is so much more pronounced in our case of needletip emission; in atoms, the anticorrelation gap like
shown in Fig. 2(b) is virtually invisible [17, 39, 40].
Due to the semiclassical nature of our simulations, quantum statistical effects were so far not
included, such as the Pauli exclusion principle.
Yet, the probability of electrons arriving at zero
delay can be further suppressed by the Pauli exclusion principle [26, 41, 42]. Thus, the Pauli principle
could add to the energy gap in our case as well.
To estimate its strength, we numerically solved
the one-dimensional time-dependent Schrödinger
equation for two electrons with Coulomb interaction (see Methods). The two insets in Fig. 6
show the square modulus of the two-electron wavefunction in energy space right after emission (t =
0 fs) and after 100 fs propagation. Because of spatial and energetic overlap we observe interference
effects at t = 0 fs. After 100 fs, the two-electron
wavefunction shows a strong suppression along
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the diagonal. This energy separation demonstrates
that quantum statistic effects cannot play any role
after this time scale, as both spatial and energetic overlap would be required. When we vary the
initial separation of the two wavepackets in the
quantum simulation, we can extract the Coulombinduced energy gap size after 100 fs of propagation
(red curve in Fig. 6). For comparison, we carried
out a semi-classical one-dimensional simulation
using the same initial starting conditions (blue
curve). Since both curves show an almost perfect overlap, we conclude that the electrons in our
case mainly behave like classical point-particles
following the center of mass of their wavepackets,
justifying our semi-classical modeling approach.
Only when the kinetic energy is much higher and
the initial temporal spread is larger, it is possible
to clearly observe Pauli suppression, as vacuum
dispersion and Coulomb interactions are reduced
so that the wavefunction overlap during detection
is much larger [26, 41, 42].
In conclusion, we observed a strong anticorrelation behavior in two-electron emission from
metal needle tips, clearly identified as Coulomb
interaction arising dynamically after emission.
This repulsion between both electrons leads to
a prominent energy splitting with a visibility of
up to V = 56 % and a gap width of ∼ 3.3 eV,
much larger than the electron beam spectral
width in standard TEMs [23–26], for example.
We observe g (2) = 0.34, hence a sub-Poissonian
pulsed electron beam is straightforwardly attainable by energy filtering. We show that the anticorrelation is most prominent when the emission
times of the two electrons are separated by less
than ∼ 80 fs, which we identify as the correlation
decay time. This timescale gives an upper current
limit for a possibly unperturbed electron beam of
∼ 2 µA. For the highest intensities in the experiment, strong-field effects lead to a less pronounced
gap, as well as electrons reaching energies above
10 UP , which we fully understand. The experimental data are backed by semiclassical as well as 1D
quantum-mechanical simulations.
Our work introduces correlation measurements
into ultrafast electron emission from solids. We
foresee our work to herald quantum-enhanced
electron imaging modes, opening the field of quantum electron optics. Furthermore, when examining strong electron correlations in direct two
electron emission experiments from solids, such
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Fig. 6: Energy gap size from quantum and
semi-classical 1D simulations. The electrons are
modelled as wave packages with a mean kinetic
energy of 10 eV and an energy spread of 2 eV.
Both simulations show the same behavior for the
Coulomb-induced energy separation as function
of the initial wave packet separation. Inset: The
square modulus of the two-electron wavefunction
2
|ψ(E1 , E2 )| in energy space for an initial separation of 5 nm, after 0 fs (left) and 100 fs (right)
of propagation. Because of overlap in space and
energy at 0 fs we observe clear interference, the
signature of quantum statistical effects. This interference vanishes completely after 100 fs because
of the separation of electrons in both spatial and
energy domain due to the Coulomb interaction.
See text for details.

as superconductors, the always present Coulomb
interaction of the freed electrons could easily mask
quantum-cooperative effects. From our measured
timescale we can estimate the required lifetime
of a correlated electron system to be probed in
a fashion unperturbed from dynamically arising
Coulomb interactions, which is as short as ∼ 80 fs,
depending on the correlation energy.
In the final phase of manuscript writing we
became aware of similar work by Rudolf Haindl,
Armin Feist, Till Domröse, Marcel Möller, Sergey
V. Yalunin, and Claus Ropers (see current submission to Nature Physics).

Methods
Experimental details
Tip handling and vacuum system
Our experiments are carried out in an ultra-high
vacuum chamber with a pressure < 10−9 mbar.
The vacuum chamber is mounted on an damped
optical table as well as our laser system to avoid
vibrations. The [310] tungsten tips are inserted
into the chamber via a load-lock system. The tips
are in-situ characterized by field ion microscopy
(FIM) and cleaned in the same step by field
evaporation.
Laser system and optics
We use 12-femtosecond pulses from a commercial optical parametric chirped-pulse amplifier
(OPCPA) from Laser Quantum. It runs at a repetition rate of 200 kHz at a central wavelength of
800 nm. We use chirped mirrors and fused silica
wedges for dispersion compensation. The pulses
are fed into the vacuum chamber, where they are
focused down with an off-axis parabolic mirror
with a focal length of 15 mm.
For the two-pulse measurement, we use a dispersion balanced Mach-Zehnder-interferometer to
generate two copies of the laser pulse with an
intensity ratio of 1 to 1.

Electron detection system
The electrons are detected by a delay-line detector, that consists of two multi-channel plates
(MCP) with a diameter of 80 mm followed
by three delay-line anodes (Hex-detector from
RoentDek). Due to the redundant information
of the third layer, this detector has multi-hit
capability. For each particle, the position in
x- and y- coordinate as well as the time of
flight (TOF) is evaluated. From these coordinates we can calculate the particles momenta
px = me · x/(TOF − t0 ), py = me · y/(TOF − t0 )
and pz = me · L/(TOF − t0 ), with the distance
L between tip and detector and the electron
mass me . The time off-set t0 is governed by a
fit to different electron spectra depending on the
acceleration voltage. The kinetic energy is given
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Extended Data Fig. 1: Measurement scheme for heralded of electrons. Electron events triggered from
a metal needle tip are energetically separated by a Omega filter. When the energy width of single electron
events is smaller than the mean Coulomb energy splitting, the electrons can be separated after the omega
filter. Single and two-electron events are then separated in absolute energy. The measurement of one
electron in the energy region prohibited for single electron events, only possible for two-electron events,
leads directly to the knowledge of the presence of a second electron. By post-selection a deterministic
electron source is achieved, which can be used for quantum imaging.

by
Ekin

p2x + p2y + p2z
=
2me



for each particle. The energy resolution mainly
depends on the mean kinetic energy, the temporal
resolution ∆t of the hardware and the distance to
the detector. It is given by [43]:

s
∆E =

3
8Ekin
∆t
.
m0 L

For a temporal resolution of ∆t = 250 ps,
L = 26 cm and a mean kinetic energy of
Ekin = 40 eV, we obtain ∆E ≈ 0.3 eV.
As every detector based on delay lines, our detector has a certain space-time dead radius [44].
When two simultaneous hits are close, the signals
at the delay lines start to merge. The precision of the reconstruction of position and time
of each electron depends crucially on the number of obtained delay-line signals. To reduce the
problem of the dead radius, while still having
access to close electron events, we use two electrostatic quadrupoles on a motorized translation

stage. These electrostatic lenses allow us to magnify the lateral electron beam radius up to a factor
of 10, zooming into the central region of the electron beam. This way, we make sure not to count
any detector artifacts as physical correlations. We
determine the zoom factor by placing a TEM-grid
close to the tip apex, generating a shadow image
with and without quadrupoles.
Last, we note that the front MCP is a funneltype MCP with a high quantum efficiency of 86 %
[45]. Therefore we neglect quantum efficiency in
our evaluation, however, we will address possible
effects in future work on sub-Poissonian statistics.

Two-pulse measurement
We obtain the energy difference by fitting the sum
of two Gaussian functions to the data in each line:





−(x + b2 )2
−(x − b2 )2
f (x) = b1 · exp
+
exp
b23
b23
with fitting parameters b1 , b2 , b3 . The parameter
b2 equals half of the the energy width Eg = 2 · b2
in our definition.
We note that in this measurement we observe
a larger energy gap at τ = 0 fs as compared to
the gap shown in Fig. 2(a). We suspect that this
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Extended Data Fig. 2: Sketch of experimental setup. Femtosecond laser pulses focused by an off-axis
parabolic mirror (OAP) trigger electrons (blue) from a metal needle tip. The highly coherent electron
beam is magnified by two quadrupoles by a factor of up to 10 (only one quadrupole shown here). The
two quadrupoles can be moved by a 3-axis manipulation stage. The multi-hit capability of the delay-line
detector allows us to measure the position x and y, and the time of flight for each electron individually.

is because the quadrupole settings were different
in this case, resulting in a different magnification.
Similarly, the exact shape and state of the needle tip can add small changes to the shape of the
repulsion gap.

3D point-particle simulation
For the simulation, we use a self-written pointparticle trajectory simulation in Matlab. This
semi-classical simulation uses a quantum mechanical emission probability function, calculated following [27]. After emission, we numerically integrate the equations of motion including the static
electric field resulting from the bias voltage at the
tip, the oscillating laser field and Coulomb interactions between the electrons. The equation of

motion of one electron with index i is given by:
e ~
Ei (~r1 , . . . , ~rn )
r~¨i =
me
with the elementary charge e. The total electrical
field is given as
~i = −
E

X
j6=i

e ~ri − ~rj
~
~ laser (~ri ),
ri ) + E
3 + Estatic (~
4πε0 |~
ri − r~j |

here ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and ~ri,j are
the coordinates of two different particles i and j.
For Estatic , we use the static field of a spherical
capacitor, as we model the tip as a sphere (that
is emitting in the positive half space) with the
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spherical counter electrode set to infinity:
~ static (~ri ) =
E
= Utip ·

1
rtip + 2(|~ri | − rtip ) +

(|~
ri |−rtip )2
rtip

·

r~i
,
|~ri |

where Utip is the applied static voltage and rtip
the tip radius. The laser field is approximated by
a cosine with a Gaussian envelope:



t2
Elaser (~ri ) = γnf (~ri )E0 exp −2 ln(2) 2 cos(ωt)
τ
Here, γnf (~ri ) = 1 + (γ0 − 1)e−|r~i |/rtip is the near
field decay with rtip as the characteristic decay
length [46]. In our simulation, the strength of the
effective optical near field is the projection on
the axis parallel to the tip´s shank. Satisfying
Maxwell´s equation the field vector point orthogonal away from the surface, i.e. radially at the tip
apex.
For the simulation in Fig. 2(b) we smoothed
the distribution of high energies to compensate for
the known artifacts of the simple-man‘s model.

The three step model
The three-step model was initially invented as a
theoretical model to describe the strong-field electron emission and dynamics at atoms, but can
also be applied to metallic needle tips [47]. The
three-step model consists of the following steps:
first, one, two or even more electrons are emitted
from the tip’s surface during a negative half-cycle
of the optical field. In the second step, they are
driven in the laser field and are accelerated back to
the surface by the subsequent positive half-cycle.
In step three, the electrons rescatter elastically at
the surface and are called rescattered electrons. If
an electron does not reach the surface in the second step, it does not rescatter and is thus called
a direct electron, as usual. At each time step, the
instantaneous acceleration of the electrons is calculated as a function of the static field at the tip,
the laser field, and the Coulomb interaction with
all other emitted electrons.

Emission statistics
In Fig. 5(a) we show the method how we generate the 2D second order correlation maps in
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Fig. 5(b), depicted also in the main text. We
choose a central filter energy Ecentral around which
only electrons within ±Ewindow /2 are taken into
account. While single and double electron events
can be precisely reconstructed, events with more
than two electrons are very difficult to disentangle.
To avoid the influence of falsely reconstructed electron events, we focus for the sub-/super Poisson
measurements on count rates where the unfiltered
distribution has a small ratio of events with more
than two electrons (1.6 · 10−3 %). The shown measurement has an average of 3.3 · 10−2 electrons
per pulse, resulting in g (2) = 1.04 and F = 1.00
without filtering, being an almost perfect Poisson
distribution. We demonstrate by simulation that
smaller Fano factors can be achieved by increasing the average count rate, as shown in Fig. 5(c).
The horizontal axis is the mean number of totally
emitted electrons, and the vertical axis the determined Fano factor after filtering at the detector
plane. The individual histograms (orange) represent the electron number distribution for each
simulated data point. The smaller the Fano factor
gets, the more the difference to a Poisson distribution becomes apparent. In comparison, we show
Poissonian distributions in gray in the background
for the corresponding mean particle number after
filtering. Already for an average of five emitted
electrons per pulse at the tip, we observe a distribution with a Fano factor of F =∼ 0.5 around
one electron per pulse on average after filtering.
Going to even higher count rates, represents a road
map for achieving small Fano factors, important
for imaging.
For the experimentally determined Fano factors, we estimate the error bar by splitting our
data set into four independent sub-sets. For each
sub-set we calculate the Fano factor and then the
standard deviation of the four obtained values,
resulting in ∆F = ±0.004.

Two-particle TDSE simulation
Contrary, to the standard example of quantum mechanics textbooks, we are interested
in the interaction of not only one but two
particles. Following the approach of [48], we
numerically solve the two-particle time-dependent
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Schroedinger equation
i

∂
ψ(x1 , x2 , t) = Hψ(x1 , x2 , t),
∂t

where the Hamilton in atomic units is given by
H=−

1 ∂2
1 ∂2
−
+ V (x1 , x2 ).
2 ∂x21
2 ∂x21

In our case we use a soft Coulomb-potential
V (x1 , x2 ) = 1/(|x1 − x2 | + a0 )
in order to avoid singularities at x1 = x2 . We
set a0 = 1, which is sufficiently small so that
the Coulomb-potential looks similar to the classical one over most of the region of our grid. In
this calculation we do not consider static and laser
fields. The two wave packets are chosen to have
similar properties to the experiment, being 10 eV
start energy and 2 eV energy spread. For the
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numerical propagation a trade-off between computational time, numerical stability and propagation
time is required. Because of the dispersion of the
wave packets over time, we need a sufficiently
large grid ( 700-1000 Å) while the spacing (<1 Å)
must be so small that a large enough k-space
is covered, being at least three times the size of
the start-momentum. A smaller k-space leads to
reflections of the wave packets and wrong results.
To avoid that the wave packets leave the grid, we
use a self-adapting co-moving grid, which allows
us to reach propagation times beyond 100 fs. The
electron emission from tips is not spin selective,
therefore, we end up with three antisymmetric
and one symmetric spatial wave function [49]. The
shown energy gap in Fig. 6 is then the incoherent sum of all parts. For quantum statistics effects
an overlap both in real and k-space is necessary.
Coulomb repulsion, however, separates the wave
function especially in k-space, which is why we do
not observe any difference between antisymmetric
and symmetric parts after 100 fs propagation.
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